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LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR
Did you know that October is the best month of the year? Weather is turning cool, but not too cool; kotatsu
and hot cocoa is taken out of storage; sweaters are examined for moth damage and found acceptable
for another season of coziness. Also the two best holidays are in October: Halloween, of course, and my
birthday. What, you don’t celebrate my birthday? You really should, it could be another excuse to bring out
your favorite spiced beverages.
We’re embracing October here at Connect — the weather isn’t searing hot anymore and it’s the perfect
time to spend quality time outdoors. Inside you’ll find articles to get you started on hiking in Japan, our
Events calendar and multiple festival pieces to let you know where you should hike to, and some personal
messages from JETs across Japan welcoming in the season to get you in the spirit. If you’re more of a
planes and trains, traveler than a hiker, the Health Spotlight this month is a fantastic breakdown of motion
sickness and how to deal with it in Japan.
It’s not all about travel, though. It wouldn’t be October without our favorite orange (or green, depending on
whom you ask) squash — a delicious, easy recipe and health info on pumpkin also graces this issue. I have
it on good authority that it pairs well with our Staff and Reader anime recommendations for a cozy night
indoors.
But perhaps you can curl up with this very magazine. In addition to our fun articles above, you shouldn’t
miss out on the opportunities to learn. A powerful piece on being a JET of African descent is inside, as well
as the struggles of connecting with students without knowing any Japanese. A fascinating breakdown of the
controversy surrounding U.S. military relocation of Defence Minister Tomomi Inada to Okinawa. The culture
of recycling and reuse in Japan. This is truly not an issue to be missed — appropriate for the best month of
the year.

Timothy Saar
Head Editor
2nd Year Gifu ALT
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NEWS AND
EVENTS
NEWS EDITOR
connect.news@ajet.net

Kelsey Lechner
Leslie Knope is my alter-ego. Or maybe my
super-ego. Or maybe just my ego.
EVENTS EDITOR
connect.events@ajet.net
Lauren Hill
Adorable halloween sweets everywhere; who
says I’m too old for trick or treating? -Cry-
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Fresh

controversey over

U.S military

relocation brings Defence Minister Tomomi Inada to

Okinawa
Ollie Weeden (Okinawa)
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Defence Minister Tomomi Inada
was to make her first visit to
Okinawa as a government official
as tensions further escalate
between Naha and Tokyo over
US military bases on the island.
Inada is scheduled to meet with
Okinawa Governor Takeshi Onaga
during the course of her two-day
visit as she attempts to reach an
agreement over the relocation
of US Marine Corps Air Station
Futenma to Nago, located in
Northern Okinawa. With the Naha
branch of the Fukuoka High Court
was issue a ruling on September
16th over the issue, Inada’s visit is
likely to attract much controversy.
If Okinawa loses the case, an
appeal is expected within seven
days (1).
Tensions have been especially
high ever since Tokyo sued the
Okinawan government in July
over its failure to move the US
military base in Ginowan to the
Henoko area near Nago. Soon
after becoming defence minister,
Inada was quick to express her
concern over the situation, citing
her intention to visit Okinawa in
the near future. Her visit now,
however, is unlikely to ease the
increasingly strained relationship
between Tokyo and the prefectural
government.
Under the proposed changes,
helipads are to be installed at
Henoko, prompting environmental
concerns from local protesters.
Helipad construction has been
ongoing for over a decade as part
of the 1996 agreement between
Tokyo and Washington to return
part of the Northern Training Area.
Four thousands hectares of land
were returned, around half the site,
in exchange for the construction of
six helipads in the remaining half.
(1).
Despite the protests, Inada has
stressed that not everybody is

against the construction and
further return of land would help
to ease the burden upon the
Okinawan people.
“Kunigami and Higashi villages
said they want the area to be
returned so that they can register it
as a national park and a UNESCO
World Natural Heritage site,” Inada
explained (1).
Whilst many would be forgiven
for believing that tension between
Tokyo and Naha is something
which has only emerged recently,
history tells us that this marks
the most recent episode within
hundreds of years of mutual
differentiation.
Ask any local over the age of about
70 (and as the prefecture with the
longest life expectancy there are a
few!) their cultural identity, and you
will likely be told that they consider
themselves Okinawan first, and
Japanese strictly second. With a
population of around 1.4 million,
they make up Japan’s largest
minority group, with most based
either in Okinawa and Kagoshima
Prefectures. Most living outside
the prefecture have emigrated
to Hawaii, while an estimated
300,000 people are also dispersed
throughout Southeast Asia. One
of the first things which becomes
quite obvious to any newcomer
to the islands is, therefore, the
noticeably distinct language and
culture of the Okinawan people.
To begin, the languages of the
Ryukyus — a string of islands
stretching from the southern tip
of Kyushu to Taiwan (nowadays
most often collectively referred
to as Okinawa Prefecture) —
make up the “Ryukuan language
family,” one of only two branches
of the “Japonic language family”,
with the other being Japanese
itself and its dialects. Although
various Okinawan languages were

spoken on the islands, Japan’s
rigid campaign of assimilation
during the Satsuma invasion
(1609) sought to eradicate the
languages and impose Japanese.
Although the Okinawan languages
(Uchinaaguchi) and Japanese are
certainly related, they are by no
means mutually intelligible, lending
credence to numerous claims
that Okinawan languages are not
merely dialects of Japanese, but
independent languages within
themselves. The way they are today
referred to as hougen, or dialects,
was a politically motivated decision
by the Japanese Empire during
World War II to try and embed
ideas of monoculturalism. Sadly,
the languages are considered
endangered today, with few people
able to speak fluently (2).
Furthermore, the society and
culture of the indigenous people
of the Ryukyus have become
defined by a rich seafaring history
and strong commercial links with
neighbours in China, Taiwan and
South East Asia (3). This, in contrast
to mainland Japan’s historically
infamous policy of strict political
and commercial isolationism, has
meant that Okinawa in many ways
has become one of few places
where a unique blend of Japanese,
Chinese, and Southeast Asian
culture can be observed. With the
exception of the Ainu people in
northern Hokkaido, and those part
of the more recent influx in foreign
immigration, the rest of Japan
is almost exclusively ethnically
comprised of the Yamato group.
This offers newcomers a special
experience, one which would
be difficult to appreciate on the
mainland.
However, what has perhaps made
Okinawa historically infamous is
its unfortunate claim to being the
site of the last major land battle
of World War II. The islands were
considered a necessary loss to
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delay what seemed like an inevitable land
invasion of mainland Japan. One third of
the island’s population was wiped out due
to a combination of disease, hunger, and
extreme violence from both sides. While
the San Francisco Treaty of 1951 offered
Japan back its sovereignty, the same was
not true for Okinawa.
It wasn’t until 21 years later, in 1972, that
Okinawa was eventually restored as part
of Japan (2). However, discrimination
against Okinawans and the unyielding
American military presence on the island
has continued to breed strong feelings
of resentment against the centralized
government for endorsing American
expansionism upon the archipelago (4).
Despite being only 0.6% of Japan’s total
land mass, it is forced to bear over three
quarters of all US service personnel
in Japan, with close to 20% of the main
Okinawa island currently occupied by
the military (5). Whilst tensions may
have eased in recent years, State visits
by the Japanese Royal Family are few
and far between, and foreign military
presence remains a divisive issue in local
politics, making Inada’s visit as a senior
government official something of a rarity.
Ollie Weeden was originally a part-time
politics junkie from the UK, but is now
proud to be a full-time first-year Okinawa
JET based out of Uruma City and Okinawa
City. He is most likely to be found listening
to The Killers with a football in one hand
and a pair of drumsticks in the other.
Sources:
1. http://bit.ly/2ctCQiD
2. http://bit.ly/2cazsGc
3. Gang Deng (1999). Maritime Sector,
Institutions, and Sea Power of
Premodern China http://bit.ly/2cWer4A.
Greenwood Publishing Group.
4. Miyume Tanji, Myth, Protest
and Struggle in Okinawa, 1st ed. New
York, NY: Routledge, 2006.
5. http://bit.ly/2cAoryP
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MONTHLY
P h oto S u bmi s s io n
Toimisaki Hi Matsuri (Cape Toi Fire Festival), August 26-27
Cassie Conrad (Miyazaki)

Mukashi, mukashi, an enormous snake was terrorizing the residents of Cape Toi. It was
eventually eradicated by a monk who threw fire into its mouth. These days, the snake is
represented by a 30-meter pole, which a group of men try to set alight by slinging fireballs
at the top. It’s exactly as dangerous as it sounds, but it’s also very exciting!
This festival is wonderful because it’s so much more intimate than many others. Everyone
shares in the suspense as balls of light soar through the air, and bursts into excitement
when one finally catches. It’s so different from just wandering through stalls and watching a
variety of impressive but familiar performances. A truly unique and magical event!
Cassie Conrad is a fourth-year JET in Kushima, Miyazaki. She lives for festivals, swimming
in rivers, and cuddling her cats. Cassie also dabbles in photography (the fire festival is the
first time she figured out how to properly take night photos!), and has somehow survived
three Kyushu summers with no air conditioning (she doesn’t recommend anyone else try it).
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Events
Calendar
October - November
Lauren Hill (Tokyo)

Block 1

Block 2

Block 3

Hokkaido
Aomori
Iwate
Akita

Miyagi
Yamagata
Fukushima
Niigata

Ibaraki
Tochigi
Gunma
Saitama
Nagano

Block 4

Block 5

Block 6

Chiba
Tokyo
Kanagawa
Yamanashi
Shizuoka

Toyama
Ishikawa
Fukui
Gifu
Aichi

Shiga
Kyoto
Hyogo

Block 7
Mie
Osaka
Nara
Wakayama

14

Block 8
Tokushima
Kagawa
Ehime
Kochi

Block 9

Block 10

Block 11

Tottori
Shimane
Okayama
Hiroshima
Yamaguchi

Fukuoka
Saga
Nagasaki
Oita

Kumamoto
Miyazaki
Kagoshima
Okinawa

Block 1
Sapporo Autumn Fest
09 Sept. – 01 Oct.
Odori Park, Sapporo City,
Hokkaido Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2bwaLtl
Tanbo Art Station Viewing
30 May. – 10 Oct.
Inakadate Observatory,
Inakadate Village,
Aomori Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2bsVOad
October Beer Festo
19 Oct. – 22 Oct.
Kitami City,
Hokkaido Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2cfJDgi
Japan Mochi Summit 2016
in Ichinoseki
05 Nov. - 06 Nov.
Ichinoseki,
Iwate Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cl7urv
Akita Oktoberfest 2016
13 Oct. - 16 Oct.
Akita-shi, Akita Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/1uGBFhg

Block 2
Nihonmatsu Chochin Matsuri
(Japanese Lantern Festival)
04 Oct. – 06 Oct.
Nihonmatsu City,
Fukushima Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2dbiryc
Michinoku Yosakoi Matsuri
08 Oct. – 09 Oct.
Sendai City,
Miyagi Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2aWGgsD

Taimatsu Akashi (Fire Festival)
12 Nov.
Kuriyasawa,
Sukagawa City,
Fukushima Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2couyGD
Nanyo Chrysanthemum Festival
2016
14 Oct. - 06 Nov.
Nanyo-shi,
Yamagata Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2dEz8Vv
Echigo Kenshin Sake Festival 2016
22 Oct. – 23 Oct.
Joetsu-shi,
Niigata Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2d3nhAR

Block 3
Red Spider Lily Festival
17 Sept. – 02 Oct.
Kinchakuda-Manjushage Park,
Hidaka,
Saitama Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cy3zLW
Tsuchiura All-Japan Fireworks
Competition
01 Oct.
Sakuragawa Riverside,
Tsuchiura City,
Ibaraki Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2aSU5Xq
Asama Onsen Taimatsu Festival
(Fire Festival)
08 Oct.
Asama Onsen,
Matsumoto City,
Nagano Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2aWGCzs
Taisho Era Festival
09 Oct.
Yono Railway Station,
Urawa District,
Saitama Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2bgJdI3

Dai Dai Kagura (Dance with God)
16 Oct.
Sasamori Inari Shrine, Kanra Town,
Gunma Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cJE77I
Autumn Festival
17 Oct.
Toshogu Shrine,
Nikko,
Tochigi Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cKrrL7
Hannou Matsuri
05 Nov. – 06 Nov.
Hanno City,
Saitama Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/1ECghQ0

Block 4
Cosmos Flower Festival
Mid Sept. - Early Nov.
Showa Kinen Park,
Tachikawa City,
Tokyo Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cfK61P
Doll Memorial Service
08 Oct.
Nagareyama City,
Chiba Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2aUNcuk
Hagoromo Matsuri
08 Oct.
Shimizu District,
Shizuoka City,
Shizuoka Prefecture
Website in Japanese only
http://bit.ly/2aWHMLd
Shimada Obi Festival
08 Oct. - 10 Oct.
Shimada City,
Shizuoka Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2csBwwj
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The Setagaya Bread Festival
09 Oct. - 10 Oct.
Setagaya Park,
Ikejiri,
Tokyo Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/1xRyVyR

Maple Leaf Festival
01 Nov. - 30 Nov.
Mt. Takao,
Hachioji City,
Tokyo Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2cPbnXa

Sakura Autumn Festival
14 Oct. - 15 Oct.
Sakura City,
Chiba Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2b9NhoV

Hakone Daimyo Gyoretsu
(Feudal Lord’s Procession)
03 November
Yumoto Onsen,
Hakone,
Kanagawa Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2cJIqA3

Narita Fireworks Display
15 Oct.
Narita City,
Tokyo Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/1nrpq2Z
Fujisawa Enoshima Fireworks
Festival
15 Oct.
Katase-Enoshima,
Tokyo Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/1qWyKwy
Tokyo Grand Tea Ceremony
15 Oct. – 16 Oct.
Hama-Rikyu Gardens,
Chuo City,
Tokyo Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2cGnF6S
Bakeneko (Supernatural Cat) Festival
16 Oct.
Kagurazaka Area,
Tokyo Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2c9FA1v
Yokosuka Mikoshi Parade
16 Oct.
US Navy Yokosuka Base,
Central Boulevard,
Yokosuka City,
Kanagawa Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cP8ZzS
Kawasaki Halloween Parade 2016
30 Oct.
Kawasaki Area,
Tokyo Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2csDCMW
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Block 5
Mino Washi Akari-Art
(Creative Lantern)
Contest and Exhibition
08 Oct. - 09 Oct.
Mino City,
Gifu Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2aMKHco

Takayama Matsuri
09 Oct. - 10 Oct.
Hachimangu Shrine,
Takayama City,
Fujinomiya Matsuri (Float Parade) Gifu Prefecture
03 Nov. - 05 Nov.
Website in Japanese only:
Fuinomiya City,
http://bit.ly/2brJBj9
Shizuoka Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
Nagoya City Festival
http://bit.ly/2cy6nsv
15 Oct. – 16 Oct.
Daidogei (Street Performance)
World Cup
03 Nov. - 06 Nov.
Shizuoka City,
Shizuoka Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2cvoWvE
Dream Yosakoi Matsuri
04 Nov. - 05 Nov.
Odaiba,
Maronouchi and Akihabara areas,
Tokyo Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cWBpfu
Inasa Puppet Play Festival
12 Nov. - 13 Nov.
Hanamatsu City,
Shizuoka Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cPbgek
2016 Fuji Kawaguchi-ko (Lake)
Autumn Leaves Festival
01 Nov. - 23 Nov.
Kawaguchi-ko lakeside,
Yamanashi Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2cGgnPu

Nagoya City,
Aichi Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cvpj9p
Koromo Matsuri
15 Oct. – 16 Oct.
Koromo Shrine,
Toyota City,
Aichi Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2cbGcc8
Miya Matsuri
15 Oct. - 16 Oct.
Yatsurugi Jinja Shrine
& Wakamiya Jinja Shrine,
Gamagori City,
Aichi Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cbHIdZ
The 10th Hokuriku
Ramen Expo 2016
08 Oct. - 10 Oct.
Kanazawa-shi,
Ishikawa Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/WWxYYO
Daimon Hikiyama Festival 2016
09 Oct.
Imizu,
Toyama Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cnGgp6

Kuzuryu Autumn leaves
Matsuri (Festival) 2016
29 Oct.
Ono-shi,
Fukui Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2diff6G

Block 6
Otsu Matsuri (Float Parade)
08 Oct. - 09 Oct.
Tenson Shrine,
Kyo-machi District,
Otsu City,
Shiga Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2bsXxfT
Nada no Kenka Matsuri
(Battles Festival)
14 Oct. - 15 Oct.
Matsubara Hachiman Shrine,
Himeji City,
Hyogo Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2dg4PlQ
Yu-Ru-Chara Festival
15 Oct. - 16 Oct.
Hikone City,
Shiga Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2coA6WX
Jidai Matsuri
(Festival of the Ages)
22 Oct.
Heian Shrine,
Sakyo Ward,
Kyoto City,
Kyoto Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cJIL5F
Gion Odori
01 Nov. - 10 Nov.
Gion Hall,
Higashiyama Ward,
Kyoto City,
Kyoto Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2coAWDi

Kiyomizu-dera
Autumn Illuminations
12 Nov. - 04 Dec.
Kiyomizu-dera,
Higashiyama Ward,
Kyoto City,
Kyoto Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cyQMpa
Autumn Exclusive Tour of
Taizo-In Zen Buddhist Temple
18 Nov. - 04 Dec.
Taizo-In Zen
Buddhist Temple,
Myoushinji,
Hanazono Area,
Kyoto City,
Kyoto Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2cvq2rh

Block 7
Tsu Matsuri
08 Oct. - 09 Oct.
Tsu City,
Mie Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2biupVa
Warai Matsuri
(Smiles and Laughter Festival)
09 Oct.
Niu Shrine,
Hidakagawa Town,
Wakayama Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2b9PosK
Sakai Festival
15 Oct. - 16 Oct.
Sakai City,
Osaka Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cvr46x
Ueno Tenjin Matsuri
23 Oct. - 25 Oct.
Ueno,
Iga City,
Mie Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cZlQjg

Autumn Yabusame Ritual
25 Oct.
Osaka Tenmangu Shrine,
Kita Ward,
Osaka Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2d1bUZE
Shitennoji Wasso
(Boat Float Parade)
06 Nov.
Houenji,
Osaka Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cZkLIc
Nara Food Festival C’festa 2016
29 Oct. - 06 Nov.
Noborioenji-cho,
Nara Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cT6GLc

Block 8
Annual Grand Festival
09 Oct. - 11 Oct.
Kotohiragu Shrine,
Kagawa Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2aUOoxJ
Saijo Matsuri
14 Oct. - 17 Oct.
Saijo City,
Ehime Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2brqKFW
Niihama Taiko Drum Festival
Oct. 16 - Oct. 18
Yamane Park,
Niihama Town,
Ehime Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2bwfxac
Yoimiya-No-Shiogori
(Fire Dance Festival)
21 Oct. - 23 Oct.
Kamo Jinja Shrine,
Seiyo City,
Ehime Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2coxFOR
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Tokushima Local
Gourmet Festival 2016
01 Oct. – 02 Oct.
Tokushima-shi,
Tokushima Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2d9OZwh
Kochi East Coast
Gourmet Festival 2016
08 Oct. - 09 Oct.
Sakuragaokacho,
Aki,
Kochi Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cQhZoX

Block 9
Saijo Sake Matsuri
08 Oct. - 09 Oct.
Saijo,
Higashi-Hiroshima City,
Hiroshima Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2b4UZn6
Tottori Burger Festa
09 Oct. - 10 Oct.
Houki Town,
Daisen,
Tottori Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2aUOwxo

Oki Muramatsuri Furyu
(Autumn Festival)
19 Oct.
Dogo Island,
Oki Islands,
Shimane Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cfMaXK
Danjiri Float Battle
25 Oct. - 26 Oct.
Maniwa City,
Okayama Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cWABra
Fire Walking Prayer Ritual
30 Oct.
Mt. Santoku,
Misasa Town,
Tottori Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2d1cB58
Onomichi Betcha Festival
01 Nov. - 03 Nov.
Onomichi City,
Hiroshima Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2c9JsQ3
Ube Matsuri
05 Nov. - 06 Nov.
Ube City,
Yamaguchi Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cZm0XM

Iwakuni Matsuri
(White Snake Parade)
15 Oct. - 16 Oct.
Iwakuni City,
Yamaguchi Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cPbYZ9

Mihara Ukishiro Matsuri
07 Nov. - 08 Nov.
Mihara Castle,
Mihara City,
Hiroshima Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2coBPLP

Takomaishiki Shinji
(Octopus Dancing Formation)
16 October
Houki Town,
Daisen,
Tottori Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2coy3ga

Miyajima Firewalking Ritual
15 Nov.
Daijo-In of Miyajima Shrine,
Hatsukaichi City,
Hiroshima Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2cZndhV
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Block 10
Nagasaki Kunchi Autumn Festival
07 Oct. - 09 Oct.
Suwa Jinja Shrine,
Nagasaki City,
Nagasaki Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2aVegqG
Shiranui Matsuri
15 Oct. - 16 Oct.
Shimabara Onsen,
Shimabara City,
Nagasaki Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cJKpV1
Ten-Ton-Ten Matsuri
22 Oct. - 24 Oct.
Imari Shrine,
Imari City,
Saga Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2cbHmEl
22nd FAI World
Hot Air Balloon Championship
28 Oct. - 06 Nov.
Kase Riverside,
Saga Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2cfN72d
Hakushu Festival
and Parade on Water
01 Nov. - 03 Nov.
Yanagawa River,
Yanagawa City,
Fukuoka Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2csFgOC
Karatsu Kunchi Festival
02 Nov. - 04 Nov.
Karatsu Shrine,
Karatsu City,
Saga Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cKwkUx
Usuki Takeyoi
(Bamboo Lantern) Festival
05 Nov. - 06 Nov.
Usuki City,
Oita Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cyRqD1

Autumn Light Kingdom
01 Sept. - 28 Oct.
Huis Ten Bosch,
Sasebo City,
Nagasaki Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2brK3hi

Block 11
Paantu (Mud Exorcism) Festival
Early Oct. (Date TBC)
Miyakojima,
Okinawa Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2aSYg5m
Naha Tug of War
10 Oct.
Naha City,
Okinawa Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cfNA4F
Country Gold Festival
(Country Music Festival)
16 Oct.
Mt. Aso,
Kumamoto Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2cfNDxn
Yagoro-Don Matsuri
(Autumn Festival)
03 Nov.
Soo City,
Kagoshima Prefecture
Website in Japanese only:
http://bit.ly/2cyRCSW
Tour De Okinawa
12 Nov. - 13 Nov.
Nago City, Okinawa Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2cy8zQt
The 39th Obi Jōka Matsuri 2016
15 Oct. - 16 Oct.
Nichinan-shi,
Miyazaki Prefecture
Website:
http://bit.ly/2cPdjRU
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In The

News
Kelsey Lechner (Tochigi)

17 August

The Ministry of Health, Labor
and Welfare reported labor
law infringements at 3,695
workplaces hiring Technical
Training
and
Internship
Program (TTIP) participants
(currently numbering at
about 192,000 foreigners
across the country). This is an
increase of 718 workplaces
from the previous year, with
71.4% of the total having
one or more infringements.
The most common violations
include illegal working hours
(31.6%), dangerous work
(29.1%), and unpaid wages
(20.9%).
The
program
has been criticized by
many international bodies,
including the United Nations,
for human trafficking.
(Nihon Keizai Shimbun)

31 August

Twelve
South
Korean
women who were forced
into sexual slavery during
World War II by the
Japanese military sued the
South Korean government
regarding South Korea’s
settlement with Japan, which
stipulates that each of the
women receive US$90,000
from a Japanese-funded
foundation. In exchange,
South Korea agreed to
abstain from criticizing Japan
about the problem and to
work to resolve a Japanese
complaint regarding a statue
representing the victims
of sexual slavery in front
of the Japanese Embassy
in Seoul. Many Koreans
expressed outrage over the
sum, deemed to be far less
than what should have been
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settled, and claim that Japan is still not admitting legal
responsibility for the atrocities that occurred during
its colonial occupation of the Korean Peninsula.
According to the Korean government, only 46 South
Korean survivors of the wartime sexual slavery were
still alive at the time of the settlement.
Article (1)

5 September

North Korea launched three medium-range Rodongclass missiles from the town of Hwangju. The missiles
landed approximately 1,000 kilometers away in the
Sea of Japan off of the Korean Peninsula’s east coast.
The launch was met with condemnation by leaders of
South Korea, Japan, the European Union, and the
United Nations, among others.
Article (1)

5 September

Elephant trainer Priyanka Yoshikawa won Japan’s
Miss Universe beauty pageant, the second multiracial
winner ever, and a year after Ariana Miyamoto
won to represent Japan in the international Miss
Universe contest. Yoshikawa, born and raised in
Japan to a Japanese mother and Indian father, stated
she was inspired by Miyamoto to enter the competition
this year, saying in an interview that, “Before Ariana,
haafu girls couldn’t represent Japan. That’s what I
thought too. I didn’t doubt it or challenge it until this
day. Ariana encouraged me a lot by showing me and
showing all mixed girls the way.”
Her triumph has also faced a backlash by those
criticizing her for not being “pure” Japanese and has
sparked a discussion regarding what it means to be
Japanese. “We are Japanese. Yes, I’m half Indian
and people are asking me about my ‘purity’ — yes,
my dad is Indian and I’m proud of it, I’m proud that
I have Indian in me. But that does not mean I’m
not Japanese,” Yoshikawa said. “When I’m abroad,
people never ask me what mix I am. As Miss Japan,
hopefully I can help change perceptions so that it
can be the same here too. The number of people
with mixed race is only going to increase, so people
have to accept it.” The number of mixed-race births is
currently estimated to make up 2% of all new births
in Japan.
Article (1)

9 September

Actor Yuta Takahata was released on bail with
all charges dropped after coming to an unnamed
settlement with a woman whom he raped and inflicted
lasting injuries on. He told the police in charge of the
case that he “could not control” his desire after seeing
her working in the hotel he was staying at, pulled her
into the room he was in, pinned her arms and legs
down, and raped her. He and his mother have also
said that they are “truly sorry” for his attack.
Article (1)

9 September

A new study by the London School of Hygiene;
Tropical Medicine, Imperial College London, and
the Saw Swee Hock School of Public Health in
Singapore surveying 66,000 people in 67 countries
ranks Japan as among nations least supportive of
vaccines in the world. Tied with Greece and Ukraine,
approximately 25% of Japanese people involved in
the study disagreed with the statement that vaccines
are safe. Mongolia, Russia, Bosnia; Herzegovina,
and France were the only other countries that showed
more distrust, ranging from 27-41% in disagreement
with the above statement. Among the countries that
expressed confidence in vaccines, Bangladesh,
Saudi Arabia, Argentina, the Philippines, and Ecuador
ranked the highest, with only 1-3% disagreeing with
the above statement.
Article (1)

13 September

Japan has a record high of 65,692 centenarians, or
approximately 52 per 100,000 people. The number
rose by 4,124 from the previous year. Women account
for 87.6% of the total, with the oldest being 116-yearold Nabi Tajima. The oldest man is Masamitsu
Yoshida, aged 112.
Article (1)

14 September

9.5% of men in the central government or stateaffiliated agencies took child care leave, 4 points
higher than last year, and a record high since the
current child care leave system was introduced
in 1992. The government is hoping to raise the
percentage of paternity leave takers to 13% by 2020
for both the public and private sectors.
Article (1)
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The Changing of

THE LEAVES
Lauren Hill (Tokyo)
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Now that summer is officially on its way out,  that means a
few things: kids back into their school routines, JETs back
in the classroom, and the long awaited cooler weather. This
month, we asked you to tell us about any small local signs
that autumn is well and truly upon your community. Here are
some of your responses!
“I wore long sleeves today, for the first time in around a month!
Does that count? Also, the 7-Eleven in my neighbourhood has
just brought out their pumpkin pudding.” – Corinne Morier, Iwaki
City, Fukushima Prefecture
“Walks to school in the countryside are as you’d expect, nothing
particularly noteworthy. Each day, nothing, nothing, nothing, till
one morning – BAM! There are dragonflies as far as the eye
can see!” – Jennifer Blackier-Szakacs, Shimanto City, Kochi
Prefecture
“Summers in Kyushu are hot, hot, hot! Then suddenly, oh? 80
degrees Fahrenheit? Feels like fall!” – Cassie Conrad, Kushima
City, Miyazaki Prefecture
“Right about now, Hakodate is such a sweater weather place.
The nights are getting colder, and I feel chilly wearing just a short
sleeved shirt.” – Anna Thiel, Hakodate City, Hokkaido Prefecture
“Halloween-themed Pokémon in Kagoshima’s Amu Plaza!” –
Kate Jordan, Satsumasendai City, Kagoshima Prefecture
“There are tons of signs autumn is coming in Nagano: the smell
of grapes, huge apples for sale everywhere, slightly cooler air
every day, moon viewing parties at Matsumoto Castle, and
all of my students are suddenly busy with their school festival
preparations!” – Cheryl Lee, Shiojiri City, Nagano Prefecture
“I’ve only been in Japan for around six weeks, so I’m not the most
familiar with my area yet, but the biggest signs I’ve noticed are all
of the cicadas falling out of the sky (and having to dodge them),
and the wagashi in my local supermarket changing to pretty
autumn designs!” – Lauren Hill, Kunitachi City, Tokyo Prefecture
“The fall festivals signify the changing seasons in my neck of
Himeji. Lanterns are placed on top of large gates at key points
in the southern Shikama ward to remind locals that it’s festival
season.” – Sylvain Parent, Himeji City, Hyogo Prefecture
“It’s still as hot as ever outside, but all the Serias and Daisos in my
area have gotten to work on their Halloween displays already!” –
Paige Dumas, Shizuoka City, Shizuoka Prefecture
“The red spider lilies of fall have started sprouting up all around
my countryside town in Shikoku. As I rode my bike to work today,
I saw them poking up at the edges of the rice fields along the
riverbank. These are some of my favorite flowers here; once
they appear, you know summer is coming to an end and autumn
weather is on its way!” – Jessica Reid, Shikoku Prefecture
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Celebrating

The Dragon
of Echigo
Jenny Stein (Niigata)
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U

esugi Kenshin was a renowned
feudal lord during the Sengoku
period. His reputation as a man of
honour and a master of regional
administration was exceeded only by his
legendary skills on the battlefield. Known
as “The Dragon of Echigo,” Kenshin has
captured the imaginations of generations,
being depicted in modern times in multiple
historical films, NHK dramas, manga,
anime, and video games (including
Pokémon Conquest), and is the inspiration
behind numerous other characters in
popular fiction (1). The popularity of the
Rurouni Kenshin and Samurai X anime
series in the 1990s helped bring Kenshin
to an international stage. Recently, the
legendary figure has returned to popularity
thanks to the release of the live action
Rurouni Kenshin film trilogy starring Takeru
Sato and last February’s immensely
successful musical re-imagining by the
Takarazuka theatrical troupe. Small
wonder, then, that his birthplace, modern
day Joetsu City, Niigata Prefecture,
sees fit to celebrate Kenshin’s life and
achievements with an annual festival in
his honour. This rookie Joetsu JET went
to check it out.
Festivities took place over three
consecutive days around Kasugayama
Ward, home to Kasugayama Castle
and Kenshin’s birthplace and primary
stronghold. Born Nagao Kagetora in 1530,
he would eventually inherit the family name
Uesugi and change his given name to
Kenshin when he took Zen Buddhist vows,
c. 1559. The youngest of four brothers,
Kenshin was urged to challenge his elder
brother’s ineffectual leadership and save
Echigo Province from being destroyed by
internal conflict. He reluctantly agreed, was
ultimately successful, and became head
of the Nagao Clan in 1548. In the ensuing
years he helped unite the feuding factions
within Echigo Province and initiated
economic reforms that brought prosperity
to its people. Meanwhile, he gained a
formidable reputation as both a warrior and
tactician. Of all his military engagements,
Kenshin’s conflict with Takeda Shingen
is the most renowned. In particular, the
fourth battle of Kawanakajima is the stuff
of legend and the focal point of Kenshin
Matsuri (2).

The festival kicked off with a fine display of fireworks,
followed by a weekend of events, including food
stalls, dance festivals, parades, and ceremonies,
all culminating in a re-enactment of the Battle of
Kawanakajima. Throughout the festival, there were
many opportunities to take photographs with roving
Sengoku era samurai. Those who braved the heat
on Saturday enjoyed a parade of children’s shrines,
a poetry recitation, and a martial arts tournament.
Sunday saw the arrival of the main parade. Kenshin’s
army had set out from Kasugayama Shrine, snaking
its way down the mountain before meeting Shingen’s
forces, and marching through town to the rousing
beats of taiko drums. The crowd looked on as samurai
generals pledged their allegiance to Uesugi Kenshin,
before both armies marched off to prepare for battle.
The battle re-enactment was an impressive affair.
As night fell, wood fires and flares lit the battlefield
whilst commentary, modern lighting, and sound
effects — not to mention a soundtrack worthy
of an epic movie saga — lent dramatic flair to the
symbolic engagement of the opposing army forces.
Both Kenshin and Shingen charged into battle on
horseback, accompanied by subordinates on foot.
In a case of “truth is stranger than fiction,” there
came a moment when Kenshin broke into Shingen’s
camp and, caught off guard, Shingen was forced to
defend himself from the sword-wielding Kenshin with
nothing more than a signalling fan. Surprisingly, he
managed to escape, and more surprisingly still, there
proved to be no clear winner — either dramatically
or historically. In reality, both armies lost more than
half of their forces and whilst Kenshin and Shingen
would meet on at least two more occasions, neither
would ever be decisively victorious. Nonetheless, the
Dragon of Echigo’s legacy towers over Japan, with
even famed music and acting superstar Gackt playing
his role in the festival in past years. But here in Joestu,
they remember the man himself, for his service to
the prefecture, and for earning a place in history as
one of Japan’s foremost military commanders. As
this year’s Kenshin Matsuri came to a close, festivalgoers went home happy in the knowledge that they
had once again celebrated Uesugi Kenshin’s life and
achievements in style.
The 2016 Kenshin Matsuri was held Aug. 19-21 in
Joetsu, Niigata Prefecture.
Jenny Stein is a first-year ALT and travel junkie based
in Joetsu, Niigata Prefecture. Fresh off the plane
from New Zealand, she is loving the challenge and
excitement of settling into life and work here in Japan.
Sources:
1. http://bit.ly/2cHpAGR
2. http://bit.ly/2cktBVc
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Climbing Up
in Comfort and Style
Becca Simas, JET Alumni (Kagoshima)
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Tips and Tricks

1

Pack lots and lots of layers! Also,
pack a couple pairs of wool socks
and synthetic base layers.
(Under Armour is always a good
option.) Try multiple thin layers that
are easy to remove if you get too hot.

At the start of your hike, it’s
best to wear light, dri-fit gear.
You’ll get sweaty, and staying
cool is key! However, the
higher you ascend, the cooler
it becomes.

2 5
6
3
7
Don’t forget to
pack your hat
and gloves!

Always bring a rain jacket, and
prepare for rain, even if your
weather forecast says it won’t rain.

Expect it to be much, much colder at the
summit of a mountain (even in summer).
For example, the top of Mount Fuji is about
20 degrees (Celsius) colder than at the
base of the mountain.

Hiking shoes with
traction are ideal!

Bring plastic bags! This is to pack
away your wet clothes and rubbish.

Becca’s Best Brands

For warm clothing, try The North Face http://bit.ly/1MxTCsj and Smart Wool http://bit.ly/2d8iHkW
For hiking shoes, try Merrell http://bit.ly/2ddJtnX
If you enjoyed our hiking fashion tips and want to try hiking for yourself, check out the Sports section article
‘Hiking in Japan: Start Your Hiking Journey Today!!’.
Becca is a former southern island ALT, Kagoshima to be exact, and Connect Sports Editor (2015-16). She now
lives back in Boston, working with adult ESL students. She enjoys hiking and running whenever she can! Feel
free to check out her blog and contact her at beccamayhem.wordpress.com http://bit.ly/2cs9dA8
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Mottainai

A Japanese Lesson on Mindful

Fashion
Elena Galindo (JET Alumni, Shizuoka)

I still remember the first time I
heard the word.

equivalent of the three R’s: reduce,
reuse, and recycle.

I had only been living in Japan
for a few weeks, and I was still
getting used to the daily rituals
of communal life. On trash day, I
stumbled my way to the garbage
collection point. An elderly man
was painstakingly inspecting each
and every bag, ensuring that all
waste had been sorted correctly.
Through
the
faint,
slightly
translucent casing of my trash bag,
I knew that he could make out the
outline of several layers of fabric.

Yet, with roots deeply entrenched
in both Buddhism and Shintoism,
mottainai
has a cultural
significance that the three R’s
lack. Buddhism emphasizes the
importance of both frugality and
mindfulness, which is defined as
an awareness of our relationship
with not only fellow humans, but
with nature as well. The Shinto
belief that each and every object
is home to any number of spirits
may also factor into the overall
magnitude of the term mottainai.

“Mottainai,” he muttered; his face
was chillingly austere.
I instantly withdrew in shame. For
this word, or rather this concept, is
embedded into the consciousness
of many Japanese as a law that
must be obeyed.
Mottainai is an attitude towards
waste which can be applied to
any situation where regret is felt
over things not being used to
their fullest potential. In simplified
terms, mottainai is the Japanese
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Accordingly, when religious and
philosophical forces come together
to compel people to respect and
care for the natural world around
them, mottainai is born. Over time,
the concept has more or less
ingrained itself in the Japanese
psyche.
But here I was, blatantly
disregarding the importance of
mottainai in the stead of a very
intimidating waste-patrolling senior
citizen.

As my own feelings of guilt began
to bubble over, I wondered if it
were possible to incorporate this
approach into my life, to become
less wasteful. Specifically, I
wondered if I could be more mindful
about clothing, which happened to
be what I was throwing out on that
trash day.

An example of mottainai in
reference to clothing can be made
of Japan’s iconic traditional dress:
the kimono. Customarily, proper
care and washing of the kimono
required the unstitching, careful
washing, and the subsequent restitching of the pattern pieces.
A single kimono was washed
in this way and handed down
through generations. Once past
its wearability, the kimono cloth
would further be repurposed as
nuno zori, or cloth sandals, as
well as wash cloths, diapers, and
fans. This made sense in a prewar Japan which was prone to
resource shortages and had to
make do largely with what was
available within the island nation.
Today, clothing is viewed quite
differently than it once was, both in
Japan and globally.
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The author wearing a 1970’s festival dress purchased from legendary vintage shop J’Antiques in Nakameguro, Tokyo.

One major culprit is fast fashion — the rapid mass
production of clothing in response to ever-changing,
fickle trends. Fast fashion emulates styles seen on
high fashion runways, but makes them far more
accessible and cheaper for the general public. Fast
fashion garments are of notoriously poor quality and
designed to be thrown out after only a few wears in
order to make room for next season’s trends. This is
creating unprecedented amounts of waste.

Mottainai.
I myself was not immune to this mindless cycle of
buying and discarding. But living in Japan has given
me some fodder for reflection. I could no longer afford
to keep purchasing items as I had done in the past.
For one, it would have made it impossible to fit in my
shoe-box-sized apartment. But more so than that, it
is extremely wasteful.
In my search for a way to reduce both my dependence
on fast fashion retailers and my clothing waste, I came
to know vintage shopping. In Japan, there is a rich
bouquet of carefully curated vintage and secondhand
shops all throughout the country.
The popularity of vintage fashion in Japan may be
as much a counter-action against the monotony
of the styles cranked out by fast fashion as it is a
manifestation of the mottainai spirit. Perhaps vintage
shopping, which often means discovering one-ofa-kind pieces, has a special appeal in a largely
homogeneous society where standing out may be
more difficult.  But  regardless of whether it  is done
intentionally or not, buying vintage and used helps
reduce clothing waste.
Since committing to buying vintage or secondhand,
I’ve been buying less, but better. By definition, vintage
and used clothing have seen — and resisted! —
years of wear and tear, so there is reason to believe
that they are sturdy and time-tested pieces that will
last. I also began to find myself more attached to
the garments themselves. I could think of them as
stylish, long-term investments, rather than temporary
objects.
Some days, I still have flashbacks to the elderly man
at the garbage collection point. He may have not had
the highest opinion of me then, but I still want to thank
him for scaring a little bit of sense into me.
Now, say it with me: mo-tta-i-na-i!
Great finds abound in Glad Store, a whimsical
vintage shop in Hamamatsu, Shizuoka.
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OCTOBER
RELEASES
Sabrina Zirakzadeh (Osaka)

In need of entertainment? Each month, Connect brings you the latest information on upcoming releases and
events in Japan. Here is the most anticipated entertainment for October!

Movies
7 Oct 		 Jason Bourne
21 Oct 		

Star Trek Beyond

29 Oct 		

Death Note: Light Up the New World

Concerts, Shows, & Events
10 Sept - 6 Nov

Universal Studios Japan Halloween Horror Night, Osaka City, Osaka

29 - 30 Oct 		

VAMPS Halloween Party, Tokyo

25 Oct - 3 Nov

The 29th Annual Tokyo International Film Festival, Tokyo

Games
11 Oct 		

Gears of Wars IV on X-Box One

27 Oct		World of Final Fantasy on Playstation 4 and Playstation Vita
Sources
http://imdb.to/1DZWXgA
http://bit.ly/MxVjLD
http://bit.ly/2aVRGOE
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The Rise of
Daniel Kenney (Okayama)

Babyme

34

etal
Daniel Kenney (Okayama)
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Let’s wind the clocks back a year
or so. It’s August 2015, and I am
standing at Mountain Stage at
Summer Sonic a couple of acts
early in order to get into good
position for the Marilyn Manson
show. Babymetal takes the stage,
to a midsized but enthusiastic
crowd. The three young ladies
of Babymetal put on their scary
faces, sing odes to chocolate, and
prance around in front of the studio
musicians that provide the “metal”
to their “baby”. It is a nice enough
show, and everyone involved
seems to be enjoying themselves.
I remember thinking they were a
delightful novelty.
Cut to a year later. It is Summer
Sonic 2016, and I am waiting in
line at Sonic Stage for the opening
act. A vast majority of the line is
decked out in Babymetal gear or
cosplaying as the band. There
are Fox God masks (Babymetal’s
patron metal deity) and dark
eyeshadow as far as the eye can
see. Babymetal is headlining Sonic
stage this year, and their devoted
fans are lined up nearly ten hours
in advance to get in position.
So, how did we get here? If you
have heard of Babymetal and
thought, “What’s going on there?”,
or better yet, if you are asking,
“What’s a Babymetal?”, then read
on.
Babymetal
started
around
2010, with the elementary/junior
high school themed idol group
Sakura Gakuin (Cherry Blossom
Academy). Sakura Gakuin are a
pretty straight-forward Japanese
idol group, but with sub-groups
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performing various themes based
on school clubs. Babymetal was
originally the heavy metal club.
The idea of fusing face-melting
guitar with cutesy J-Pop warbling
and choreography was a novel
one, and with their first single, Doki
Doki Morning (2011), they had
their hook, and the video reached
over one million views by the end
of 2012. In 2013, they released
their first album and began playing
festivals like Summer Sonic,
Loud Park, and Sonisphere UK.
This year, they released their
second album and went on a
world tour to support it, appearing
on The Late Show with Stephen
Colbert in the US and selling out
Wembley Stadium in the UK, the
first Japanese act to do so. Their
performance was given a fivestar review in The Guardian (1).
At this point, they can be called a
legitimate phenomenon.
So why? What separates these
little gals from the other novelty acts
of which Japan has a plethora?
Well, for one thing, as I discovered,
they seem to have evolved into the
very thing they were marketed as.
When Babymetal first came on
the scene, the three titular girls
had never heard of metal before,
and their backing band was the
“Babybones”, nameless mimes
that pretended to play instruments
while pre-recorded tracks played.
Doki-Doki Morning played way
more like pop, the rock elements
solely existing to get the viewers
attention. They were like a pink
puffy Trapper Keeper with an Iron
Maiden sticker plastered on the
front, with everyone wondering,

“How’d that sticker get there?”
Babymetal could very well have
fizzled out, like so many others,
but in 2012 the Kami Band, actual
musicians who know their way
around a guitar solo, were added
for live performances, and the
sound became more a fusion of
metal and J-pop. The Babymetal
mythology of the Fox God of Metal
tasking them with spreading metal
across the world took shape at this
time as well. Combine that with
pep and girlish idol charm, and you
have a less of the Trapper Keeper
sticker situation, and something
more like chocolate malt and
French fries. You wouldn’t think
dipping fries into a chocolate malt
would be good at first, but damned
if it isn’t better than you thought.
These days, Babymetal is doing
much better than anyone would
have guessed. Though their show
at Summer Sonic in 2015 wasn’t
totally my thing, it was novel, it was
fun, and both artist and audience
were having the time of their lives
during every minute of it.
Through that prism, their success
isn’t much of a surprise at all. You
keep on rocking, Babymetal.
Daniel Kenney isn’t a metalhead
per se, but he knows his way
around a mosh’sh pit. He also
sometimes
tweets
http://bit.
ly/1J3YOWc. Maybe you can
explain to him what Ladybaby is.
Sources:
1. http://bit.ly/2c9pmWk
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Who What When Wear
Erica Grainger (Fukushima) and Verity Townsend (Hyogo)

Who?

Meet Verity Townsend! She’s one of Connect’s former Culture
Editors (2014 to 2015). Since finishing her third year on JET, she has
continued living in Hyogo. In her free time, she enjoys polishing up
her translation skills and writing about retro films and games.

What?

My style is an eclectic mixture of the past. I don’t go shopping often
and I only buy items that really appeal to me. I also prefer to buy
vintage rather than new, especially when it comes to accessories.
When I was 13, I discovered Japan’s Gothic Lolita fashion style through
Malice Mizer’s (a music group) Mana, which heightened my interest
in period drama fashion. During the last two years of high school, I
also used to wear Gothic Lolita clothes every day. I studied fashion
and design, which allowed me to discover what styles appealed to
me.
Since then, my style has developed to include more variety. For
instance, 17th century ruffle shirts, military jackets, voluminous
dresses, bold 60s kitsch, and 1920s kimono. My wardrobe now
contains all of these elements — it just depends on the mood I’m in,
and where I am going.

My Tsukisage kimono

When?

My hobby is going to the theatre and associated events,
so I always dress up for that. I usually wear a kimono for
tea ceremony or when going on a day trip to Kyoto.
Tip: Wearing a kimono can lead to lots of discounts and
free entry to some places in Kyoto.

Wear?

The formal green Tsukisage kimono and the gold fukuro
obi were given to me by good friends, and I wore them
at my tea ceremony teacher’s Hatsugama (first tea
ceremony of the year) last year. I collect kimono and
enjoy coordinating them.

38My Metamorphose

This is a corset and skirt set from the Japanese brand,
Metamorphose. The blouse, on the other hand, was only
1000 yen from my local supermarket! I first wore it when
I was invited to my friend’s house to see her Hina dolls.

Staff and Reader

Anime

Recommendations
Sabrina Zirakzadeh (Osaka)

Connect Recommends
Assassination Classroom (Ansatsu Kyoushitsu)

As a junior high teacher who loves comedy and action, this hits all of my buttons. Great characters and stories
come from this simple premise: a class wants to kill their teacher. If I watch it enough, maybe I can be as good
a teacher as Koro-sensei! Just without the tentacles. (Timothy Saar, Head Editor)

Barakamon

A feel-good, slice-of-life anime about a young calligraphy artist who gets in a confrontation with an art critic
and is sent to the Goto Islands to cool off. The characters really make this anime, and if you have ever been
interested in life in inaka Japan, this anime is definitely worth watching. (Abbie Philpott, Social Media)

Psycho-Pass

A thriller about ex-convicts helping out the special task force to capture potentially “emotionally unstable”
criminals in a dystopian, tech-driven society. I’m only a few episodes in, but there’re two seasons and a movie
out already. (Lilian Diep, Assistant Editor)

Princess Mononoke

This movie has it all! Action, drama, comedy, amazing visuals, strong protagonists — everything! Set in the
Muromachi period, this story of young warrior Ashitaka and his relationship with the forest gods, who are in
conflict with the humans, contains all of Miyazaki’s trademark progressive themes. A five-star film! (Erica
Grainger, Fashion)

Readers Recommend
Gundam Thunderbolt

It just finished airing in April, but the first episode is superb. It has brilliant character development, pacing,
and stunning visuals. Emotional with a killer jazz soundtrack. (Haroon Ehsan)

Revolutionary Girl Utena

It helped redefine the idea of the fighting shojo (girl’s manga) and helped popularize a great deal of
animation techniques. (Kristin Trollo)

Yu Yu Hakusho

I discovered it when I wasn’t much younger than Yusuke himself and going through some pretty hard things.
Just seeing an anime that accurately displayed my own frustrations (albeit through yokai and supernatural
martial arts) was cathartic. (Liz Friedman)
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LIFESTYLE
HEALTH & NUTRITION EDITORS
connect.health@ajet.net
Pameline Kang
Trick or treat? I have never celebrated
Halloween before, really!
Jessica Williams
Remember, remember the 5th of November!
TRAVEL EDITORS
connect.travel@ajet.net
Dylan Brain
Almost two months in and I’m already starting
to miss proper British tea...
Lara Bigotti
“A guru is not one who has a following. A
guru is one who can show me the way.”
-T.K.V. Desikachar
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Powerhouse
Pumpkin
Pameline Kang (Ishikawa)

It’s finally time for that beloved fall classic — pumpkin! Known as kabocha in Japan, a pumpkin’s not just
for Halloween. According to Medical News Today, it is an extremely nutrient-dense food that is packed with
vitamins and minerals, yet surprisingly low in calories.
Instead of carving a cute face and sticking a candle in it, why not enjoy pumpkin as salad? Here is an easy
but delicious way to enjoy pumpkin this fall.
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Sweet Kabocha Salad
Recipe contributed by Sarah Morris (Ishikawa)

Ingredients
1 kabocha
2-3 Tablespoons of mayo (or more
if you’re a mayo kinda person)
1/4 tsp of salt
1-2 tablespoons of honey
2 tablespoons of raisins
Salt/pepper as wanted

For Pumpkin ONLY (not salad)

Method
1. Scoop out the insides of the kabocha
(feel free to wash and salt the seeds
then pop them in the oven later if you like
pumpkin seeds to munch on!)
2. Peel the kabocha and cut into small
chunks.
3. Place the kabocha into a microwavable
bowl, cover, and cook for about 6 minutes
at 700W (if you have a high power
microwave it may need less time).
4. Take the kabocha out and make sure
it’s soft enough to mash. Please be
careful not to burn yourself when taking
the cover off, like I did.
5. DRAIN THE WATER (there will be
some after you microwave) and mash the
kabocha slightly.
6. Add the mayonnaise, honey, and salt.
Mix them all together. Add the raisins last.
(Or with the other ingredients. I’m not
going to tell you how to live your life).
7. Put the bowl in the fridge and let it cool
down for about an hour.
(Note: Remember to cool the food down
in a shallow dish first before putting it in
the fridge as putting hot food in the fridge
might damage your fridge or spoil your
food.)

(Picture credit: NutritionData.com)

8. Once it’s ready to serve, add salt and/
or pepper to taste and Ta-Da! You now
have a sweet kabocha salad!

Source:
http://bit.ly/1r3BQ5q

There are more savory variations that use onions or
cucumbers instead of honey, but I prefer this sweet version
as a dessert.
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Health Spotlight

Dealing with motion sickness in Japan
Alfie Blincowe (Yamaguchi)

Motion sickness in Japan
Motion sickness is a special kind of annoying; it just doesn’t fit into our modern world of planes, trains
and automobiles. Especially if you have wanderlust (as I am sure most JETs do).
According to Healthline, motion sickness is a sensation of wooziness that usually occurs when you’re
traveling by car, boat, plane, or train (Source:http://bit.ly/2d8wwjb).
Plenty of Japanese people also suffer from motion sickness. The word they use is norimonoyoi (in
kanji 乗り物酔い, in hiragana のりものよい). It can be particularly rough to have motion sickness in
Japan as this country is very commuter-centric. It has become normal for people to commute for over
an hour to work every morning, and Japanese schools may expect ALTs to do the same.
But don’t fret too much, because along with this commuting culture there are also a host of ways to
combat motion sickness.

Motion Sickness Medication
The most common and statistically effective treatment for motion sickness is medicine. You can buy
motion sickness drugs over the counter in Japanese drug stores. Many of them will not be as powerful
as Western motion sickness drugs, but they are easy to get a hold of. Most motion sickness tablets in
Japan are a type of Antihistamine, and usually include these ingredients:
Meclizine

塩酸メクリジン

meclizine hydrochloride

Diphenhydramine
hydrochloride

ジフェンヒドラミン塩酸塩

diphenhydramine

Chlorpheniramine
maleate

d-クロルフェニラミンマレイン酸塩

d-chlorpheniramine

Promethazine

プロメタジン

Pheniramine

マレイン酸フェニラミン

pheniramine maleate

If these are still not cutting it for you, medicine can be imported from your home country. You are
allowed to bring up to one month’s supply of any medicine into Japan so long as it is not illegal here.
For example you cannot bring anything containing amphetamines. In order to import more than a
month’s supply, you can apply for a Yakkan Shoumei’ by emailing a governmental office in Japan.
Source:
http://bit.ly/2dnYoPG
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Natural Treatments
If your condition are not severe enough to need
medicine, or you just want to try some alternative
treatments, there is plenty to experiment with.
Many people drink orange juice to settle their
stomachs whilst they travel. The sugar can help
encourage your body to keep your breakfast
down, as well as keep you awake. You can also
try drinking peppermint tea. This should have
a similar effect to orange juice, and can be very
helpful if you find yourself experiencing excess
stomach acid on your journey. The mint also has
an added calming property and should take away
any nerves you might have about travelling.
There are also foods that you can eat to combat
motion sickness. Many Chinese people will swear
by ginger as a cure for motion sickness. Ginger
has been found to be an anti-inflammatory and
digestive aid (Source: http://bit.ly/2cxHaOb). It
is used in many motion sickness medicines in
the UK, such as the popular tablet for children
called ‘Joy Riders’. There are different methods of
eating ginger before a long trip, the most fun way
being to eat ginger cake or biscuits, although the
most effective way is to take a teaspoon of ginger
powder and mix it with water. You can try ginger
in all of its forms, such as ginger soda or ginger
bread.
Another food which you may not have thought could
help you is olives. Olives can be a salty distraction
whilst you travel, but they have also been known
to stop people from throwing up. Before you vomit,
your mouth fills with saliva. But you can avoid this
first step, and thus the whole process, by popping
an olive in your mouth to absorb that saliva.

Massage it out
Japan has a stronger connection to Chinese
culture than Western nations, and along with this
comes Chinese medicine. As well as ginger, the
Chinese have other techniques to deal with motion
sickness — such as acupressure massage.
Acupressure applies the same principles as
acupuncture to promote relaxation and wellness
and to treat disease, albeit without any needles.
According to WebMD, the goal of acupressure is
to help restore health and balance to the body’s

channels of energy and to harmonise the opposing
forces of yin (negative energy) and yang (positive
energy). (Source: http://wb.md/1b95j2k).
The easier of the two methods is to find your
PC6 pressure point and gently massage it. This
pressure point is on your inner arm between your
tendons, just below where you would take your
pulse. You can massage this area yourself or have
a friend do it, and there are even bracelets that you
can buy that massage the area for you.
This technique has been used to relieve nausea
of various kinds, as it is supposed to harmonise
your stomach. Following on from this you can
try stimulating your pressure points through
acupuncture. You should schedule a visit to your
local acupuncturist several days before a big
journey, or set up regular sessions if you get sick
whilst commuting. They will stimulate various
parts of your body to attempt to harmonise your
stomach.

Motion Sickness Hacks
If none of these tickle your fancy, then you don’t
need to use medicine at all. You can try tilting
your head to one side, or concentrating on the
horizon. What I have found to be most effective is
to concentrate on something else. I advise against
trying to work or read on a train or bus, because
using your eyes often makes you feel more sick.
You should use your ears instead.
Listening to music can be very helpful, especially if
you are a musician who can analyse the song that
you are listening to. I also recommend listening to
podcasts, radio plays, and audio books.
The point of this is to get you concentrating on
something other than your transportation. Pretend
that you are in that radio play, that studio, or
that audio book, and let yourself become totally
immersed. Not only will this make your journey
appear to go faster, but it will also help with your
sickness as you should be too busy thinking about
what you are hearing.
Japan is a beautiful country with things to do and
places to visit, so don’t let motion sickness cloud
over your travel plans. Do consider taking these
steps to curb your motion sickness and perhaps
you may actually be able to conquer it for good.
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THE
SUIGUN
“Pirate”
Matsuri
Philip Kempthorne (Hiroshima)
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Smack bang in the middle of the Seto Inland Sea and half
way along the Shimanami Kaido cycleway is an unassuming
little island called Innoshima — and one could be excused for
thinking it’s a little middle of the road too. Don’t get me wrong, it is
incredibly beautiful and in the year that I have lived in Hiroshima
prefecture I have made the trip many times for beach BBQs,
cycling, hiking, and to swing wildly at golf balls at the driving
range. However, when cycling the 76kms of the Shiminami
Kaedo, Innoshima can pass by without imparting its own unique
character. It is almost hard to believe that 500 years ago, the
Murakami Clan based in Innoshima, was famous throughout
Japan and further abroad. Controlling an incredibly strong navy,
the Murakami Clan was a powerful force in the Inland Sea from
the 14th to 16th century, and also conducted trade with China,
Korea and other Southeast Asian nations. The Innoshima Suigun
Festival is a chance for the locals to honour their ancestors by
performing the traditions of the Murakami Clan. It is also the
perfect opportunity for those of us outside of this community to
connect with the history and culture of the island. Although it
is sometimes referred to as “pirate festival” by foreigners, you
are unlikely to see anything resembling a western pirate. Those
involved in the ceremony don traditional armour and weaponry
and, at least to my untrained eyes, more resemble samurai than
pirates. However, when I talked with a few local Murakamis
(still the most common name on Innoshima) they did admit that
their ancestors were involved in a good amount of pirate-like
behaviour.
The Suigun celebrations are actually made up of three smaller
events (the Island, Fire, and Sea Festivals) with the Fire Festival
being the most well-attended of the three. I have been a couple
of times and, although the first was dampened a little by typhoon
season, it was definitely worth the trip. On arrival you will be
confronted with a sea of food and drink stalls, as well as the
iconic and bewildering giant Diplodocus that is located at the
entrance of Shiminami Park. If you manage to break away from
the delicious fried foods, alcohol, and atmosphere and walk
onward to the beach, you can enjoy the incredible island views,
Taiko drumming performances, and traditional dances from
various local community groups (the most popular probably
being the force of attractive local firemen). However, as soon as
the sun has set, the reason it’s called the Fire Festival becomes
clear with a significant number of torch wielding armour clad
warriors streaming onto the beach. There is a reasonable
amount of Japanese narration to go along with this, so unless
you are fluent it’s difficult to understand the full significance
of the various goings-on. But with formation marching, Taiko
drumming, and boats rowing up and down the harbour, there
is more than enough to take in. Before long they start bringing
out the “big guns”, two torches which are so big they each need
to be carried on shoulders of ten or so men. Once these are
lit, the groups of men run at each other, ramming the torches
together with an impressive and dangerous looking explosion of
sparks, smoke and flame. After a few more speeches, there is
a fireworks display and the night closes with celebratory beach
drumming and dancing, open to any who want to join.
Those who want information in English, should check out http://
suigun.net/en
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COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY EDITORS
connect.community@ajet.net
Joshua Francis
I learnt (and remembered!) five whole Kanji
this month, amazing right?
Amir Bagheri
“Only the dead are consistent.” - Ben Okri
SPORTS EDITORS
connect.sports@ajet.net
Subane Abdi
I think it is OK to view Japanese bureaucracy
and its endless paperwork with great disdain.
Emma Riley
“Don’t boo, vote” -Obama (on Halloween and
the election)
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JETs of

African
Descent
JETs of African Descent (JETs
AD) is open to all and focuses
primarily on topics related to JET
Programme participants of African
descent. JETs AD serves as a
platform for discussion, support,
and announcements relating to the
JET community at large. JETs AD
aims to provide useful information
and share resources on ways
to stay connected, hard-to-find
hair and beauty products, foreign
foods, events, and other topics
relevant to our demographic. We
also plan nationwide and regionspecific events.

A Line is Drawn:
My Experience as a
JET of African Descent
Zia IE Holder (Tokyo)

It was an innocent school
publication. A catalogue of sorts,
that highlighted the joys of school
life, various club achievements,
and daily happenings of the
students. In the back, a delightful
section
featured
hand-drawn
sketches of all the teaching staff.
There were a few fun facts about
the teachers’ lives outside of
school thrown in for flavor. I flipped
through the artwork, giggling at the
sweet depictions of my colleagues.
Some of the sketches bore an
uncanny resemblance to video
game or cartoon characters. Such
a personal touch. I wondered what
little quirk of mine would be played
up. Then my eyes settled on the
image above my name. Relatively
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neutral, the drawing took great pains to
ensure that my cute button nose and
the tight coils of my textured hair were
proportionate to my round cheeks. It was
a boringly innocuous drawing, or would
have been if the artist had left out the
thickly-set horizontal lines emblazoned
on every inch of what was supposed to
be my skin. A lazy attempt at hatching,
to indicate my blackness. After almost a
year of teaching in Tokyo, according to
this catalogue the one thing that defined
me at school was my deep skin tone.
And that was all.
Before I moved here, I thought I had
prepared for the realities of life in Japan
as first, a foreigner, and second, one
of color. I trawled the websites and
YouTube posts of former and
current JETs with regularity.
I joined various online
forums doling out realworld advice for
people moving
to the Land
of the

Rising Sun. I was prepared for the lingering stares on the
train, the strict adherence to schedules, and utter devotion to
professional life. I learned the appropriate Japanese responses
to strange questions, automatic assumptions, and the utter
delight at my ability to navigate eating with hashi. I thought
I had armed myself pretty well for moving to a culture where
homogeneity was the order of the day. Yet, this still hadn’t
served to take the edge off of experiences like the one above.
My school-sanctioned sketch had been published a thousand
times over and distributed far and wide. The only time I ever
took it out of my desk again was to show my American ALT
friend who gasped audibly as her eyes landed on the page.
Over the past two years, I have racked up only a few disturbing
incidents such as these. Life in Tokyo has afforded me an
experience that is more cosmopolitan than the world of a JET
of African Descent placed in the inaka. Truth be told, as one
of the first JETs in Tokyo, we arrived en masse with a group of
pre-made friends that was 100 strong. Our band of pioneers
was a collection of various origins, tastes, ages, and interests.
It was a comfortable introduction to what could have been a
rather insular life. We shared our frustrations and triumphs
about settling in on social media and made fast friends within
the group.
It was in this flurry of social media sharing that first I learned
how my experience would vastly differ from other gaijin.
Multiple posts started cropping up about the discomfort on the
trains: how people outright stared; or took furtive, yet obvious
glances in their direction; or how it seemed that people would
rather chew razor blades than sit next to them. The confusion
and dismay at these things were palpable. Yet, all I could
do was shrug mentally. This was nothing new to me. Even
though I had come from a multi-cultural society in Trinidad
and Tobago, we have always wrestled with our own internal
version of colorism. Then, after living in the USA for all of my
university life, it was something that I had already come to
terms with as a person with dark skin and a strange accent.
Perhaps the familiarity with ‘othering‘ was a gift from my past
for my future adventures in Japan. In conversation with one
of my close Jamaican friends one day, she couldn’t help but
laugh.
“This is nothing new to us,” she said.
“It slides right off our back.”
This is when I knew, in a nutshell, that I had an innate ability to
filter my experiences brought about by my previous encounters
in the world. There was essentially no difference. What made
it even better was when I discovered the special interest group
JETs of African Descent. In addition to the Tokyo JETs around
me was this support group that shared events, gatherings, and
the creative energy of a thriving sub-culture in Japan. Through
their bulletins, social media posts, and member profiles, I
learned that there was a community of people that shared
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similar circumstances to myself. There was this piece
of home, set right here in Japan. Besides the niche
cultures that exist in Tokyo, I was stunned to learn
that there was one surrounding several aspects of
the African Diaspora, that had tons of interest from
Japanese natives and people of color alike. The JETs
of African Descent shared every update like wildfire,
and soon I knew where to find those things that would
speak to my soul in a place that was so far away from
home. And what of our awkward experiences here?
We get to share those as well, and laugh in the face
of growing pains in an unfamiliar territory.
Beyond community engagement and entertainment,
my foray into the JETs of African Descent group
also furnished me with practical knowledge of how
to survive on a basic level. Things as banal as
makeup, skin and hair products, which were usually
culturally subjective, were hard to locate in Japan. As
my personal stash started to dry up, I was nervous
and knew that soon I would have to close my eyes
and point and click on a website, hoping for the
best. Discovering the group meant that I learned
where to find these things locally, or at the very
least, appropriate Japanese substitutes. In essence,
my daily life had become less stressful — my thirst
had been slaked, outside and in, as our network
furnished information from food to fashion. Our
collective consciousness provided the things that we
yearned for, and outright needed. Without the JETs
of African Descent, I know that I may have missed
a vital connection that I perhaps didn’t even realize
I needed.
Today, I continue on with my teaching here, taking
in the sum of experiences along the spectrum. I no
longer hang on to the sting of cultural obliviousness
such as my school sketch, but use them as teaching
tools. I laugh with my students when they run their
fingers through my hair while my back is turned, I
share stories of my life in the Caribbean with them,
I treasure my Japanese friends and navigate tricky
office politics with lighter feet. Life in Japan is not
necessarily easy, but it remains everything I have
dreamed of and more.

Contact JETs AD by email:
jetsOfAD@gmail.com
JETs AD Wordpress Blog:
https://jetsad.wordpress.com
http://bit.ly/2cq2rWJ
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Connecting with

Japanese Students as a
Non-Native Speaker
Sierra Nicole Rhoden (Oita)
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For the numerous JET participants
who begin their posts with minimal
Japanese language skills, there
is nothing scarier than receiving
a confused stare and awkward,
torturous silence. How do you
break the ice with students who
react to English as if it is from
another planet? I am one such
bilingually-challenged ALT, but
this past year has taught me how
exciting it is to find common ground
in unexpected places. Below are
some little things that have helped
me along this ever-challenging but
rewarding journey.

Learn at least a little
Japanese

Naturally, JET participants are
eager to promote English language
education. But you may find that
many students have a low English
level, and those kids are still really
cool and worth talking to! If you
have some simple Japanese under
your belt, you can meet each other
halfway. Plus, if students hear you
trying, and failing, at Japanese,
they might be less afraid to
make mistakes in English. I
recommend PuniPuniJapan http://
bit.ly/2cQ8PN8 for some basic,
cutesy Japanese study. Now I can
ask students about their hobbies,
likes, and dislikes, and what they
did over the weekend. These
simple questions can go a long
way in building new relationships.

Study what they study

Pay attention in class. Flip through
the textbooks to get an idea of
what English sentence structures
and vocabulary students learn at
each grade level. Speak clearly,
and ease them into conversation
with phrases they have heard
before. For example, “I like…”
“Can you…?” “Have you ever…?”

Check out the school
clubs

If you have free time after classes
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or during vacations, wander
around and assess what your
schools have to offer. Peek into
the gym to see what practices
are going on, and ask the coach
if you can watch for a while. See
if anyone is playing trumpet in the
hallway or painting a mural in the
art room. It is a great way to fill
dead time, support your students,
and befriend other teachers. And
familiarizing yourself with who is in
what club might make for a good
conversation starter later!

Visit the library

See who is hanging out in the
school library, and ask what
they are reading. I like flipping
through image-heavy books, like
cookbooks and wildlife guides.
With pictures, engaging with others
is easy: “Can you cook this? Which
do you like?” Once, I met a student
who loves reading fantasy animal
books. We have since developed
a fun shtick where he horrifies me
with the grossest animal pictures
he can find. On a side note, all my
school librarians have been super
nice!

Remember things about
your students

I work at a very large school, so
learning names is a daily struggle.
But I can remember faces, and
who I saw singing in a school
concert or beat-boxing in the hall.
When you see students being
awesome in some way outside of
class, remember to tell them about
it.

Use drawings and
gestures

To express that my hobby is ballet
and not bare, the similar-sounding
Japanese word for volleyball, I put
my arms in flowy dance positions
as I say it. I once drew stick figures
in my notebook to express how,
in the winter, I like sliding down
a snow-covered hill on an inner-

tube. Pretty sure I could not have
explained these things with my
caveman Japanese.

Get cool stuff and notice
their cool stuff

Japan’s stationary game is tight,
and students here really express
themselves through their school
supplies. They have an epic array
of character-covered pens, pencils,
cases, and rulers. So if you see
something you like, say something!
And do not be afraid to show off
your own swag. A coworker friend
made me a TsumTsum pen case,
and a bunch of students crawled
out of the woodwork to talk to me
about it.

Eat lunch with the
students

When I first came to Japan, I found
lunch with students to be one of
the most daunting aspects of the
job. There is nothing more nervewracking for an introvert than the
critical stare of an even-moreintroverted teenager. But lunch is
a great opportunity to spend time
with all the different homeroom
classes and see what students
get up to during afternoon breaks.
You are bound to run into students
dying to show off their chalkboard
drawings, origami, or magic tricks.
If all else fails, express curiosity
about the food in front of you:
“Wow! What is this? Do you like
it?” Even the shyest kids have
opinions about food.

Bring props

When I first started eating lunch
with the students, I brought a
couple of security blankets — a
notebook to jot down random tidbits and an inconspicuous smart
phone (against some school
policies) to use Google Translate.
What can you bring to make
interactions easier? A JapaneseEnglish dictionary? Stickers for
bribing?

Games break barriers

My very first week of classes, I
had no idea what to do with myself
during afternoon breaks. I was so
grateful when a few girls asked
me to play volleyball with them
out in the quad. That simple act
of bouncing, and sharing giggles
when we missed, eased my nerves
and gave me the confidence to
reach out to other students. Learn
to like sports, and have some
simple games up your sleeve that
can be explained with a few grunts
and a demonstration.

Smile and be kind

Kindness transcends language.
Smile and say hello in the hallway.
Say yes to that request for an
extra sticker (especially if the
request is in English!). Be patient
if a student has a sentence on the
tip of their tongue. Compliment
cool notebook doodles. In class, if
someone drops their eraser on the
floor, pick it up and hand it back.
There are a million non-verbal
ways to let students know you are
on their side.

Don’t sweat it

Awkward moments are inevitable
in any language. But revealing
your goofy, vulnerable side might
just make you more approachable.
So be yourself, have fun, and good
luck!
Sierra is a second year JET in
Nakatsu city, Oita prefecture,
known for its natural hot springs
and awesome fried chicken. She
has a B.A. in Art History and an
M.A. in New Arts Journalism.
Originally from South Carolina, but
settled down in Chicago for a while
before coming to Japan. Some of
her favorite things include travel,
writing, art museums, Netflix, and
going to her local figure drawing
club. She desperately wants a
puppy and she loves learning new
things about culture and daily life
in Japan. Check out her blog:
ilikevolcanoes.wordpress.com
http://bit.ly/2dfeiIY.
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HIKING IN
JAPAN

Start Your Hiking Journey

Today
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Mountains of Color:

An Introduction to Hiking
in Japan
Nick Anthony (Shiga)

In a country that is made up
of nearly 70% mountains, it’s
almost impossible to find a view
unobstructed by their majesty.
Whether you are enjoying the slopes
in
Hokkaido,
mountaineering
Tsurugi-dake,
stair-mastering
Shikoku’s Ishiduchi-yama, or just
casually hiking your local peak,
the mountains of Japan offer a
constant source of pleasure and
enjoyment. With autumn’s rapid
approach and the cooling weather,
the hiking conditions here in Kansai
are perfect to take advantage of
the many peaks that you can climb
in a day (or weekend). There is
no better time than now to get out
and see the beautiful nature this
country has to offer.

Preparing for a Hike

Although there are many peaks
you can conquer in a day, DO
NOT assume it will be easy. I’ll
never forget climbing Ryozensan
in Shiga prefecture before the
annual Boat Ball and after a
late Friday night at the bar. The
trail map had given us a 6 hour
round trip and, being experienced
climbers - although slightly idiotic
ones - we figured we’d scamper up
and down in about 4 hours, hit an
onsen, and be relaxed in time to
get good and tight on a boat. But
in reality, we had to sprint down
a steep and narrow trail with a
nearly vertical drop, roots tripping
us, massive hangovers, and
screaming muscles. In the end, we
made it down safe and sound, but
the whole debacle could’ve been
avoided with a little planning.
Most
well-established
hiking
areas have sites and information
online that provide trail maps
(with estimated times), elevation,
access routes, and general
information about everything from
facilities to nature. Paper maps
for larger mountains (particularly

Hyakumeizan) can be bought at all
Montbell and Alpen locations.
Access routes are a particularly
important point; many mountains
are much more than a hop-skipjump away from train stations.
Blunders in getting to and from the
mountain can cause anything from
a minor headache (having to wait
longer) to major migraines (missing
the last bus out of the valley in
middle-of-nowhere Kyoto). Make
sure you plan your hike as you
would a well-structured vacation:
research, reserve (if necessary),
and make a schedule.

The Hike

What you will actually need for the
hike will depend on the mountain
you are climbing, but there are
some general things that should
never be forgotten! NEVER try to
climb without water (at least 1L for
every couple hours). Snacks high
in nutrients and carbs are a good
thing as well. A hat and sunscreen
also go a long way to protect you
from the physically draining heat of
the sun. Other essentials include:
minimal first aid kit, headlamps,
emergency blankets, and unless
you’re a level 100 caveman, some
durable and comfortable shoes.
Boots are always a good bet,
but if you’re looking for speed or
reduced weight, I would think twice
about traditional hiking boots. Most
trails are doable with cross-trainer
shoes (I almost never use boots).
They’re light and flexible, however
they will reduce protection should
you fall — as I learned shattering
my big toe on a rock in Shizuoka.
On the mountain, there are several
points of etiquette that should be
observed. Firstly, be responsible
for yourself and your trash. Nature
is beautiful and your avantegarde, plastic litter sculpture
won’t improve it. Take something
along that you can carry your
trash in until you find a proper
receptacle.
Secondly,
bigger
mountains may have stopping
points with restrooms and vending
machines — be sure to check

if there is a bathroom charge. It
may seem odd, but that money
goes to maintaining the facilities
for future hikers. Lastly, be friendly
on the trail! Hiking is very much
a group activity in Japan. The
“ganbare!” attitude can be found
in couples, families, and gaggles
of WAY too many old people. Be
sure to greet fellow climbers with
a hearty aisatsu* (an occasional
“ki wo tsukete”** is always good for
a chuckle). You’re all in the battle
together.
*Aisatsu (あいさつ) — a Japanese
greeting; **Ki wo tsukete (気をつけ
てね) — In Japanese, it means “be
careful” or “take care of yourself”

Final Advice

Take it from me. My time hiking
in Japan has been filled with
mishaps, falls, injuries, idiocies,
and straight-up bad luck. But I don’t
think I would say that any of it has
been a bad experience. If there is
one mantra I wish to bestow upon
you, it is “never underestimate
the mountain.” Make sure you
are prepared for the task you’ve
a upon yourself: thoroughly plan
your trip, pack sensibly, and be
goal-oriented about the hike. The
sense of accomplishment when
you reach the top and look out over
the land you’ve conquered is truly
humbling. It is as though you have
earned the beauty that fills your
gaze. As the foliage begins to turn,
I urge you to get out and explore.
You don’t need to go backpacking
through the Southern Alps for a
week, or risk your life in the North
to see the beauty of which I speak.
Simply walk out of your house, see
a mountain, give it a bow, and then
defeat it!
Nick is a third year ALT living in
Shiga Prefecture. He is an avid
adventurer and always enjoys good
company. When he isn’t hiking in
the mountains, he can be found
camping and barbecuing on the
beach or getting into tomfoolery at
the local waterholes. If you enjoyed
this piece, please stop by http://
bit.ly/2cnyeN2 for more of Nick’s
writing.
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Lauren’s Hiking
Recommendations:
Her Best Hike and
General Hiking
Lauren Scarratt (Tokyo)

A JET based at a high school in
Tokyo describes her experience
escaping city life to what she
considers some of the best hikes
in Japan

Best Hike:
Rausu-dake, Shiretoko,
Hokkaido
This hike did not have the most
auspicious start, but it did have
the most beautiful views I’ve ever
seen in Japan so I think it qualifies
as one of the best hikes.
We were staying at Iwaobestu
Youth Hostel, close to the
trailhead, and the evening before
we had been talked at by a nice
enough old man whose English
ability apparently only extended to
stock market recommendations.
He was planning on climbing the
mountain at 4 a.m. the next day,
and had asked if we wanted to
join him because it wasn’t safe
climbing the mountain alone (midAugust is peak bear season). We
said we’d be fine at 8 a.m., thanks.
At 8 a.m. the next morning he
was waiting for us. He said he
was worried. We were largely
exasperated (broken conversation
about stock markets is no one’s
idea of fun for an entire day), but
enthusiastic to climb the mountain
anyway. So we set off, following
his lead as he had apparently
climbed the mountain before. Two
hours later, we’re retracing our
steps because he had apparently
only climbed from the other side,
and had no damn clue where to
go. We took control, and finally set
off at about 10 a.m., after many
suggestions from our “guide” that
we would probably not be able to
make the peak at this point. We
ignored him.

The hike itself was otherwise fine
— easy to spot the trail by the
number of people coming down,
and the sporadic warnings that
we were now entering “many bear
home” which prompted us to sing
as loudly as possible for the rest
of the hike. Pretty sure our singing
was bad enough to keep most
large predatory mammals away.
Didn’t deter our “guide” though,
sadly. The best part of the climb
was just below Rausu-daira,
the flat area before the summit,
where we found a huge snow
gully. Coming down it was slightly
terrifying, as we hadn’t bought
eizen* (not expecting so much
snow in mid-August). I’ve never
been skiing before, so recklessly
throwing myself down the gully on
my heels with only an increasingly
stubby stick to break my slide was
as close as I have ever come. It
was also much quicker coming
down!
Once you hit Rausu-daira you’re
above most of the clouds, and
the sight of the other peaks of
Shiretoko breaking through the
cloud line all around is amazing.
Climb the slightly treacherous
rocks to the peak proper (following
the random neon yellow arrows
outlining which rocks to scramble
over) and you get a full 360° view
of the cloud blanket. Or mist. Stay
long enough and you get both.
Stay really long, and the “guide”
you left below will find you again
and remind you that it’s dangerous
to stay on the mountain after
sunset, and you’ll have to sigh
and scramble back over those
rocks. As it turned out, our “guide”
had booked dinner at the hostel,
so when we traipsed down on to
the road again at 7 p.m. we found
the hostel had begun mobilising
mountain rescue because he
hadn’t shown up. More sighing.
Our Japanese isn’t great, but we’re
pretty sure he blamed us.
*eizen - spikes on the bottom of
shoes for traction against snow

General hiking:
Seibu-Ikebukuro Line
The Seibu-Ikebukuro has recently
been trying to tempt more people
to explore the Saitama side of its
line, which ends in Chichibu at
the national park. As I am both a)
very lazy and b) very suggestible,
it’s been working well on me. I
spend 50 minutes every morning,
and 50 minutes more in the
evening, watching their seasonal
advertisements on my daily
commute. My inability to read
the kanji to find out which stops
are actually being advertised
has even improved some of my
working relationships, as I hunt
down teachers who catch the
same train to beg them to watch
the commercials and then tell me
how to get there.
As well as their seasonal
attractions, Seibu produced a
load of hiking maps, and put up
shiny new signs along the trails
to encourage people out to the
smaller stops on their line. There
is a wide variety of hikes, from a
couple of hours to hikes that can
combine into days. This extremely
helpful blog has thrown them all
onto a map, so you can tell which
stops have the longer hikes, or you
can combine a hike with another
activity in the local area: http://bit.
ly/2d0Lhlu
You can also pick up photocopies
of the trail routes at the stations.
As well as the beautiful views,
charming groups of old people,
delightfully baffled station staff,
run-down
mountain
temples,
and creepy drowning holes, I
found these hikes fun because
of the other events you would
occasionally discover en route.
A pick-your-own fruit village, an
illuminated artificial icicle grotto,
and flower festivals are some good
examples. I definitely recommend
any of these hikes for people
looking to get out of Tokyo for a
day!

CONTRIBUTING TO
Connect is a magazine for the
community in Japan, by the
community in Japan. Everyone is
welcome to write, no matter your
experience or style! If you have
an idea you want to see in these
pages, reach out to our Head
Editor, or any of our awesome
section editors. We’ll work with
you to make it the best it can be
and share it with our audience
of thousands. Not every article
needs to be an essay! We feature
interviews, infographics, top-ten
lists, recipes, photo spreads,
travelogues, and more.
Contact the Head Editor of
Connect, Timothy Saar, at
connect.editor@ajet.net with your
submissions, comments, and
questions.
ARTICLES

SPOTLIGHT

HAIKU

Tell us about someone in your
community who’s doing something
neat and noteworthy. Cooks,
collectors, calligraphers — we
want to hear about the inspiring
people around you.

Each month Connect will feature
haiku from our readers. A haiku is
simple, clean, and can be about
anything you like! If you’re an
aspiring wordsmith with the soul of
Basho, send all of your haiku along
with your name and prefecture to
connect.editor@ajet.net.

COMMENTS
Let us know what you think.
Interact with us on Facebook,
Twitter, and issuu.com.
PHOTOS
Members of the JET community
contributed to the photos you
see in this issue. If you’re an
aspiring photographer and want
your work published, please get
in contact with the lead designer,
Lehlogonolo
Mokotedi,
at
lehlogonolo.mokotedi@ajet.net.

COMICS
You asked for it, and now Connect
features comics. Whether you’re a
desk doodler or a published artist,
we want to see your panels and
strips about life in Japan.

Write about something you’re
doing. Write about something
you love. Tell us a story.

CONNECT WITH US
Interested in contributing to Connect? Want to stay up-to-date on interview opportunities, photo requests, and
Connect announcements? Sign up to be a contributor at the Connect Contributors Circle online to receive
updates from us, pitch your ideas, and get involved with the Connect staff and community. You can find the
current Connect team and their contact information here.
You can also like us on Facebook, follow us on Instagram, Tumblr and Twitter, and interact with the
magazine via CLIP at ISSUU.
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